
Brief:

playing card collectors are using their cards less and displaying them more. 
if the playing cards are never taken out of box, the packaging becomes the new product. 

Make a packaging that is as entertaining as the product.
give collectors a heightened sense of autonomy within the collections they take pride in.

demographics:

collectors take a great sense of pride in their collections. research has shown that over time
their curations of their displays are seen to them as extensions of themselves. the brands they
support and the types of decks they collect are seen as part of their identity. 

this happiness in creating the perfect collection is something they strive for and share
with others in the community.



create the spade suit (royals) or diamond suit (rebels)

create the club suit (royals) or heart suit (rebels)

solution:

a packaging system 
focused on interactive 
displays. 

user has option to create 
4 different suits of 
different families inside 
the deck.

the system works with 
multiple decks as well.

this autonomy in picking 
their own display choice 
hit a strong note with 
collector audiences. this 
was the first deck series to 
provide them with this 
option.

these connecting elements 
also create a stronger 
presence on the display 
shelf in comparison to the 
competing designs which 
create a permanent 
business card for the 
brand within the 
collector’s home. 







an insight on customer behavior revealed itself when monitoring various social media groups.

as collections and passions for cards grew larger their shelf space remained the same. this is especially
common with those that like to purchase multiples of each of their decks for “safety measures”.

the behavior was a change from facing decks to side-shelving decks. this loss in front design
only shows off text on the side. literally no other company has thought to design for this side yet.

the result was a challenge to design something for the sides of these decks that would allow
collectors to still take pride in their display as their passion for their hobby grew.



this insight resulted in a change in market
to design for these quantity collectors.

by instilling these images it not only
boosted launch sales by 29% from last year’s
launch by reaching a need to complete
the mural, it also helped maintain the 
beauty and work they put into their
card collection displays.

this insight became the world’s first
hexapytch deck series and has already
begun to change how companies are
designing their 2016 decks for market for
these demanding collectors.



king john’s box holds the rebels “gold” to emphasize the origins of the magna carta - theft through taxation.
this limited edition run of 800 (referencing the anniversary) was only availble to early brand supporters.
by creating this limited deck it was a way to give the core audeince something unique to enhance their collections
and make them feel important by being able to expand to the six deck mural that others did not have.

by creating a deck that worked stand-alone as well, it is positioned to be easily shareable, creating extra 
attention for the brand and much deserved bragging rights for the collector’s own collection.



research and symbolism



club
hides the lions
face for the
angevin empire.

black suits sorted
the royals faction.

diamond
displays the crest
of the rebel baron’s
leader, fitzwalter.

red suits sorted
the rebels faction.

heart
displays the fleur-de-lis
for louis viii

spade
hides a cross
centered in it
referencing the
cloak of king
john in the mural.



the jokers illustrate the front and back of the king’s seal dispelling the myth that the magna carta was signed.



The Royals back was created with the King's 
crest in mind, the 3 lions on the Angevin Empire 
crest. To reference the unity of the Barons 
coming from many different regions, the Rebels 
back design was created with multiple swirling 
pockets coming together. 

the segmented ribbons between the two designs 
represent a connection made and lost of a 
unitinc circle,  writing “magna carta - legem 
terrae” meaning “the law of the land”. 


